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1. Calculation of Co NCs surface energy versus dNC (see Excel sheet S1): 

(i) Using simplified broken bond (SBB) model: 

Cobalt surface energy (𝛾𝐶𝑜) for fcc nanocrystal (NC) phase was calculated using equation (S1). This equation is 

the basis for the simple broken bond (SBB) model which was first introduced by Tyson and Miller.1  

γNC =  Ns∆Ecoh.bulk (1 −
Zcs

Zcb
)         (S1) 

In equation (S1), Zcb is the coordination number of a bulk atom which is 12 for fcc Co and Ns is the atomic 

surface density (atoms/cm2) which is 14.6 atoms/nm2. ∆Ecoh.bulk was assumed to be equal to bulk sublimation 

enthalpy for enough largr NCs. ∆Hsub is 425 kJ/mol 
2 and using equation (S2) dNC was  found  to be about 100 

nm for Co NC to reach 425 kJ/mol as bulk cohesive energy. Also assuming Ns of 14.6 atoms/nm2
, ∆Ecoh.bulk 

with units of J/m2 was calculated using equation (S2) 
3  to be 10.3 J/m2 . 

∆Ecoh.NC =  ∆Ecoh.bulk × (1 −
D

ηdNC
)          (S2) 

Zcs represents the average coordination number of atoms in the fcc NC structure which changes with NC size. 

Zcs was obtained via three methods:  

(a) From section 3.4 in the dissertation by Swart4 it is indicated that a free Co atom with 12 broken bonds has 

surface energy (SE) of 4.4 eV and the SE has linear relation with number of broken bonds (NBB). Equation (S3) 

and (S4) were used to calculate the SE of a Co atom per broken bond: 

γCo atom (
𝐽

𝑛𝑚2) = 4.4 (
𝑒𝑉

𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚
) ∗ 1.6022E − 19 (

𝐽

𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚
) ∗ 14.6 (

𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚

𝑛𝑚2 ) ∗ 1E18(
𝑛𝑚2

𝑚2 ) = 10.3   (S3) 

Gain in surface energy/broken bond = 10.3/12 = 0.858 J/NBB     (S4) 

Figure 3.9 in the dissertation of Swart4 reports the SE of cuboctahedron Co NCs versus dCo. The units used in 

this figure are kJ/mol and therefore a conversion factor of 14.6 atoms/nm2 was used to calculate 𝛾𝐶𝑜 with units 

of J/m2 after which equation (S3) was used to get NBB versus dCo. Finally, values of Zcs versus dCo were 

calculated using equation (S5); calculations of NBB, Zcs, and SE values calculated using the SBB model are 

summarized in the Excel file, sheet S1_CalcCoSe, Table S1. 

Zcs = 12 −  NBB          (S5) 

The number of broken bonds  

 (b) Figure 2 from van Steen et al5 was used to obtain the average number of broken bonds on Co NC surface 

versus number of atoms in Co fcc NC; Table 3 in van Helden et al.2 lists number of atoms in fcc Co NC versus 

dCo. Therefore, using these data2, 5 the average NBBs versus dCo for Co fcc NC were calculated. These data are 

summarized in the same Excel sheet, Table S3. 

 (c) In present study, values of Zcs were also calculated by taking the average SE from values obtained via 

methods (a) and (b). Equation (S1) was then used to calculate 𝛾𝐶𝑜 using the SBB model.  

(ii) Using the modified broken bond (MBB) model: 

This model is used to modify the values obtained via SBB based on the decrease in cohesive energy Ecohwith 

decreasing dCo, since SBB model assumes bulk value for Ecoh regardless of NC size. Yaghmaee and Shokri3 

proposed equation (S6) to calculate the decrease in Ecoh with NC size. For a spherical NC, cohesion energy per 

bond can be estimated as: 
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∆𝑬𝒄𝒐𝒉.𝑵𝑪 =  ∆𝑬𝒄𝒐𝒉.𝒃𝒖𝒍𝒌 × (𝟏 −
𝑫

𝜼𝒅𝑵𝑪
)         (S6) 

In this equation D is the atomic diameter, η is the atomic packing factor (i.e volume of atoms in a unit cell divided 

by the volume of a unit cell) which for face centered cubic (fcc) crystals is 0.74, and dNC is the NC diameter. 

Therefore, calculation of the NC surface energy, that accounts for changes in cohesion energy, is possible by 

multiplying equation (S1) by (1 −
D

ηdNC
), assuming a constant packing factor η. Values of γCo using SBB and 

MBB models are listed in the same Excel sheet, Tables S1, S2, S3, S4. Values of SE for a cubo-octahedron are 

plotted versus NC diameter in Figure S1 based on SBB and MBB models using the approach of Swart. In Tables 

S1 through S4 SE vs dCo are fitted to a three parameter model of the form 𝛾𝐶𝑜 = SEbulk [1+ (a/dCo) + (b/dCo
2)] 

originally reported by van Steen.5 Data fits based on MBB models using the approaches of Swart and van Steen 

and the average of these data are plotted in Figure S2 in the form of Co NC SE versus dCo. The fit of the average 

SE vs dCo from this study shown in Table S4 is 𝛾𝐶𝑜 = 2.43 [1+ (0.322/dCo) + (.046/dCo
2)]. A simpler and more 

accurate fit listed in equation (3) of the review on p. 24: γCo= 2.416 (1+0.894/dCo). This fit was obtained using 

Minitab to evaluate an 8-term function to determine which terms were significant to within a 95% 

confidence interval. It was found that the p-value for more than 2 terms were significantly larger than 0.05 

indicating that presence of those terms are not required in the model. 

Calculation of Eadh versus dNC for Co NCs supported on 𝜸-Al2O3: 

Values of Eadh versus dNC for Co NCs supported on 𝛾-Al2O3 were calculated using equation (S6) with three 

important assumptions: (i) constant values of support surface energies (γSupp) for (a) dry and (b) wet alumina 

at constant FT reaction conditions6 (Figure 11 of the paper and Excel sheet S2).  (ii) a constant, bulk value, for 

Co-support interfacial energy (γNC−Supp ) calculated as explained in section 3.2 to be 2.72 J/m2. Assumption of 

constant γNC−Supp is probably reasonable for NC diameters larger than about 0.5 nm (i.e., after formation of  the 

first three atomic layers). This is because upon formation of two or three atomic layers the nature of the bond 

between the NC and the support remains constant. In fact, this assumption is in accordance with the Stranski-

Krastanov (SK) NC growth model,7 which assumes formation of metal NCs begins with formation of a 

monolayer of partially oxidized metal atoms on the oxide support.8 The assumption of constant γNC−Supp  has 

also been reported by other researchers.7, 9 (iii) the NC SE γNC does not change measureably with the extent of 

water adsorbed at either wet or dry FT reaction conditions. This last assumption is approximate since adsorption 

of water on Co during wet FT reaction conditions can cause a slight decrease in its NC SE and thus in Eadh, 

although the coverage of water during reaction is very small because of its weak adsorption and because of high 

CO and H coverages. γCo used in equation (S6) was adapted from Table S4. 

Eadh = γNC + γSupp − γNC−Supp         (S6) 

Regarding the first assumption, for calculation of Eadh: (a) γsupp  for -Al2O3 at dry conditions was obtained from 

Castro and Quach6 to be 1.58 J/m2; (b) To calculate γsupp  for 𝛾-Al2O3 at wet conditions during FT reaction 

following steps were taken: (i) van Rensburg et al.10 measured the OH adsorption capacity of γ-Al2O3 (100) and 

(110) surfaces, the dominant crystallite planes under typical FT reaction conditions (T = 227°C and 𝑃𝐻2𝑂 = 4 

bar), to be 8.5 and 17.7 OH/nm2 respectively; (ii) If Boehmite is the source for preparation of a γ-Al2O3, the 

(110) plane is dominant, i.e., its percentage of the available planes ranges from 70 to 83%.6, 10-11 Therefore, for 

planar distribution during wet conditions an average of 76.5% for (110) and 23.5% (100) was considered.Then 
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the total OH adsorption on the 𝛾-Al2O3 surface during FT conditions was estimated using equation (S7) to be 

15.5 OH/nm2: 

OH/nm2 = 76.5% ×17.7 + 23.5% × 8.5        (S7) 

(iii) Finally, based on concentration of OH groups and data provided by Castro and Quach,6 the surface energy 

of wet -Al2O3 during FT reaction conditions was calculated to be 0.63 J/m2. 

Calculation of contact angle for Co NCs supported on 𝜸-Al2O3: 

Equation (S8) was used to calculate the contact angle for bulk size (100 nm) Co NCs when supported on dry 

and wet 𝛾-Al2O3. 

(γSupp- γNC−Supp)/ γNC = cosθ          (S8) 

Using previously calculated values of γNC−Supp= 2.72 J/m2 and γNC= 2.44 J/m2 and γSuppvalues of 1.58 and 

0.63 J/m2  for dry and wet -Al2O3 respectively values of contact angle θ of 118 and 153 were calculated from 

equation (S8) for bulk Co supported on dry and wet 𝛾-Al2O3 respectively. 

 

Calculation of diffusion length for Co NCs supported on 𝜸-Al2O3: 

To calculate the maximum diffusion length for Co NCs, equation (S9) from Wynblatt and Gjostein12 was 

used:  

LD =  √4Dst           (S9) 

In this equation t is the sintering time which was selected to be 240 h,13 Ds is the diffusivity which was 

estimated from Figure S4 in the Excel file, sheet S3, to be 2.25E-12 cm2/s for a 10 nm NC and LD was 

calculated from equation  to be 2.79E-03 cm or 28 microns; the catalyst particle radius was about 25 microns 

on average.13 Thus, Co NCs could have easily diffused across the support surface to the pellet exterior 

during the 240 h of reaction during the study of Munnik et al.,13 especially considering the high 

concentration of steam at 80% conversion available to lower Eadh and increase Ds to a higher value than 

predicted from that in Figure S4. 

Figure S5 in the Excel file, sheet S4, illutrates the diffusivity for NC when deposited outside the pores. The 

higher values of diffusivity (i.e., 10 times) are due to the qualitative assumption that the mobility of the 

NCs deposit on the outside of pores are not hindered by the pore physical and chemical characteristics such 

as tortuosity and surface functional groups respectively. 

 

Deconvolution of sintering deactivation from carbon deposition for FTS: 

To deconvolute sintering from carbon deposition, following equations and assumptions were used (see 

Excel file, sheet S5 and S6): 

fd,tot = 1-atot = (1-aC) + (1-asint)          (S10) 

where f is the fractional deactivation, atot is the normalized rate (activity) as a function of the time on stream, 

aC is the remnant activity after deactivation by carbon deposition and asint,ss is the remnant activity after 
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deactivation by sintering. Thus, f = 1-atot is the total fractional deactivation, and fd2 = (1-aC), fd1 = (1-asint) 

are the fractional deactivation by carbon deposition and sintering respectively.  

1-aC = (1-aC) × exp(-kd,C t)+asint,SS          (S11) 

Equation (S11) (i.e., first order GPLE) predicts the fractional deactivation if carbon deposition is the only 

deactivation mechanism. This equation was fitted to fractional deactivation data with the time on the stream 

for the time which deactivation by sintering was assumed to be complete and is represented by asint,ss and 

for which carbon deposition was assumed to be the sole deactivation mechanism afterwards. This time for 

S6b was assumed to be 21 days. After fitting equation (S11) to the fractional deactivation, equation (S11) 

was then used to estimate the fractional deactivation by carbon deposition versus the time on stream for the 

whole duration of FT run. Then equation (S10) was used to calculate the values for (1-asint) (i.e., fractional 

deactivation by sintering) and subsequently a second order GPLE equation (S12) was used to fit the values 

for (1-asint) to estimate the deactivation by sintering as a function of the time on stream.  

 

asint =1/(kdt+1/(1-asint,ss))+asint,ss        (S12) 

   

 
Figures S6a terms involved in deconvolution of sintering from carbon deposition and S6b calculated 

values of sintering and carbon deposition along with total catalyst deactivation. 14 (a1 = asint , a2 = aC) 
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